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GIS 
Phase I:  Planning and preparation 
Map layer acquisition & development 
 
Introduction: 
This section describes the efforts related to the following Project Objectives: 

Assemble GIS map layers to facilitate the planning and execution of a District-wide street tree/site inventory 
 
Background: 

This section describes how various data layers were developed.  The reader should bear in mind that the 
activities described in all sections from this point forward did not necessarily take place in the exact, discrete order in 
which they are documented.  While the general order is correct, many activities happened simultaneously and/or in 
some co-dependent fashion.  In other words, the realities of data development forced changes in the emerging 
applications; similarly, limitations discovered during applications development required accommodating data design 
alterations. 
 
Goals: 
 
Objectives: 

Collect existing, District-wide, relevant GIS map layers 
Develop any needed custom map layers to facilitate the inventory planning and/or execution 

 
Methods: 

Collect existing, District-wide, relevant GIS map layers 
The initial layers used as the mapping base for this project were provided by the District of Columbia‟s Office of 

the Chief Technology Officer (OCTO) and the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA). 

 Orthophotography 
OCTO provided color orthophotography (orthos) of the District as a single 415+ MB MrSID image file.  The orthos 

were created from aerial photography flown in 1999. 

 Planimetrics 
Photo analysts viewed the original orthophotography and digitized the visible features, including such things as 

impervious surfaces, building footprints, water bodies, utility poles, and trees.  These vector basemap layers are 
collectively referred to throughout this document as “the planimetrics”.  The basemap layers pertaining to Metro lines 
and stations were contributed by WMATA but are included with the planimetrics for simplicity‟s sake in subsequent 
discussions.  These map layers serve as starting points for developing custom map layers, help the inventory teams 
locate their position and the position of the tree sites, and help locate areas to meet team members, other team 
leaders, and pick-up/drop-off points.  The planimetric map layers include: 

o building footprints 
o bus shelters 
o charter schools 
o road centerlines 
o road centerline labels 
o fire stations 
o hospitals 
o libraries 
o Metro station entrances 
o Metro lines 
o Metro stations 
o police stations 
o public schools 
o road polygons 
o recreational facilities 
o structure lines (walls, fences, building firewalls, etc 

 MISTRE street tree site layer 



    
    

 

The MISTRE street tree site layer is a point dataset provided by OCTO that consists of street tree locations 
(current or historical) created from a database.  The database consists of measurements from the tree site to the 
nearest cross-street centerline and the nearest parallel-street centerline.  The degree to which these points matched 
the planimetric tree layer points was not very high, thus reinforcing the need for an on-the-ground inventory. 

Develop any needed custom map layers to facilitate the inventory planning and/or execution 

 Area of interest layer 
The District of Columbia did not have, at the time of the inventory preparation, a cadastral survey with indexed 

ownership information.  It was therefore necessary to create from scratch a layer which defined the area of interest for 
the street tree site inventory.  This Area of Interest layer was to include only those streets where the District‟s Urban 
Forestry Administration owned and maintained street tree sites, and was to exclude areas that had street trees 
maintained by other organizations or entities. 

Examples of areas that were excluded are: 
o National Park Service Lands 

 Rock Creek Park 
 The Mall 
 Potomac Park 

o Department of Defense Lands 
 Bolling AFB 
 Navy Yard 
 Naval Research Laboratory 

o Other Federal Lands 
 Southeast Federal Center 
 VA Hospital/Soldiers and Airmans Home 

o Public Institutions 
 Natl. Zoo 
 Natl. Arboretum 

o Private Institutions 
 Universities 
 Hospitals 

Constructing this layer was a manually-intensive process.  The starting point was a polygon layer of the political 
boundary of the District.  The planimetric polygon layer representing water features were then erased from the 
boundary layer, leaving only the land within the District.  The roads and sidewalks layers were then placed over the 
District land layer and the areas of exclusion (examples above) were digitized, snapping to the roads and sidewalks 
layer where appropriate.  The resulting polygons were then erased from the District land layer, leaving the Area of 
Interest layer for the inventory project as a separate layer. 

 Potential street tree/site layer 
Two tree point datasets were available for the project area: 

o Planimetric tree layer 
o MISTRE street tree site layer 

These two tree/site layers were used to generate a potential street tree sites layer to assist in project planning and 
as a reference for the inventory field crews. 

o Planimetric tree layer 
As delivered from OCTO, the planimetric tree layer was a point dataset of tree locations across all areas of the 

District.  It consisted of individually-identifiable trunks or crown center points (depending if the tree was photographed 
leaf-on or leaf-off) digitized from the District orthophotography with no attempt to discern public trees from privately-
owned trees.  The planimetric tree layer‟s spatial accuracy is very high, but other issues inherent to this layer required 
that it be modified or used in conjunction with other data.  Key issues were: 

 Content 
Relative to the content of the planimetric tree layer as it came from OCTO, there were issues regarding its direct 

usability in the inventory project:  

 coverage – the planimetric tree layer consists of tree points over the entire DC area, 
whereas our inventory project was interested only in street trees, thus, a method for 
culling out obvious non-street trees had to be developed. 

 trees vs. sites – the planimetric tree layer consists of digitized tree points, whereas our 
inventory project was interested in tree sites regardless of whether or not they were 
occupied by a tree.  Thus, the planimetric tree layer had to be augmented in order to 
develop a relatively complete base for the inventory project. 

 Type I/II orthophotography errors 



    
    

 

The aerial photography used as the basis for digitization of the planimetric layers was flown in 1999.  Since that 
time, some tree sites have been removed and others have been added, resulting in Type I (omission) and Type II 
(commission) errors.  In other words, sites that now exist were not in the photo (and thus not digitized), and sites that 
no longer exist were in the photo (and thus digitized into the layer).  Verification of the potential site‟s existence can be 
determined only by ground truthing. 

 Type I/II digitization errors 
In all photo interpretation, the objects of interest can be mistaken for other objects and other objects can be 

mistaken for objects of interest.  The planimetric tree layer contains trees which are not marked (type I error, 
omission) and objects marked which are not trees (type II error, commission). 

 Inconsistent threshold for wooded area/tree point delineation 
The planimetric layers were generated by several different photo interpreters and/or during different periods of 

time, resulting in digitization inconsistencies.  Groups of trees of a certain density were digitized as wooded areas (not 
point features) in some instances, while groups of trees of equal or even less density were digitized as individual 
points even though the groupings were as dense or more dense than the groups marked as wooded areas. 

o MISTRE street tree site layer 
OCTO provided a point dataset known as the MISTRE street tree site layer.  The city kept (until the switchover to 

a geospatially-aware work order management system in late 2002) a database of municipally-owned street trees in a 
system called MISTRE.  This system locates trees by measuring their location from the nearest cross-street centerline 
and the nearest parallel-street centerline.  OCTO generated a point dataset from these measurements-from-
centerline.   

Relative to the content of the planimetric tree layer as it came from OCTO, there were issues regarding its direct 
usability in the inventory project:  

 accuracy – The MISTRE street tree site layer was geospatially less accurate than the planimetric 
tree layer, but was a very good record of where in the District UFA managed tree sites and 
assisted in filling in areas where the planimetric tree layer had no points (reasons for which are 
discussed above). 

 co-incident points – As delivered from UFA, the MISTRE street tree site layer had apparent points 
that, upon closer inspection, were actually from between 2 to over 600 co-incident points layered 
on top of each other.   

 ownership vs. maintenance – The degree to which the MISTRE points matched the planimetric 
tree layer points was not very high, thus reinforcing the need for an on-the-ground inventory.  The 
MISTRE street tree site layer was extremely useful for determining where the city had actively 
maintained trees in the past, which served as a very good clue as to which streets contained 
District-owned trees. 

o Resulting potential street tree sites layer 
Various selection criteria were applied to the points of the planimetric trees layer and the MISTRE street tree site 

layer to create interim datasets which, when combined, would represent unique probable street tree site locations.  
The selection steps are as follows: 

 clip tree/site layers to the Area of Interest layer– both the planimetric trees layer and 
MISTRE street tree site layer were clipped to include only those points that fell within the 
project‟s area of interest. 

 define street tree sites – UFA stated that street tree sites would not exist in alleys, 
driveways, or parking lots, but only along streets and intersections.  Thus, streets and 
intersections were selected from the impervious surfaces layer and used for subsequent 
selections. 

 select likely street tree locations from planimetric trees layer – The selected streets and 
intersections were buffered at various distances and the planimetric tree points falling 
within those buffers were examined.  The buffer including space no greater than 3 meters 
from the boundaries of the streets and intersections was found to contain the greatest 
number of likely street tree sites while isolating the greatest number of non-street tree 
sites.  The planimetric trees points falling within this 3m buffer were selected and saved 
to an interim dataset. 

 select MISTRE points that may identify street tree sites not in planimetric trees layer – A 
similar “best-fit” approach was used for selecting MISTRE points that were likely not 
representing planimetric tree points (in order to fill in the “holes”) selected in the 
preceding operation.  It was found that MISTRE points less than 11 meters from the 
selected planimetric tree points were likely representing a selected planimetric tree point.  
Thus, MISTRE points less than 11m from a planimetric point were selected, the selection 
set was inverted, and the resulting selected points were saved to an interim dataset.  



    
    

 

 remove co-incident MISTRE points – It was found through observation of the selected 
MISTRE points that co-incident points sometimes existed in a given location.  The 
solution was to generate X- and Y-coordinates for each MISTRE point selected in the 
preceding operation, concatenate these into a unique “point location” number, and do a 
frequency analysis on this generated value.  Co-incident points were then able to be 
graphically identified and merged into a single point. 

 create the potential street tree sites layer – The interim datasets created in the preceding 
operations were combined to create a dataset representing likely street tree sites for field 
checking by an inventory crew.  This potential street tree site layer was used as the basis 
for estimating how many sites exist within a given area.   

 add data fields – The requisite fields were then added to the final potential tree sites layer 
to hold collected inventory information and other essential attributes (see appendix „Tree 
Data Fields‟). 

 Collection Areas 
The steps involved in creating the collection areas layer are as follows: 

o build polygons from street centerlines – In a geographic information system, there are fundamental 
differences between lines and polygons.  Lines are like strings, polygons are like shapes cut from paper.  
Given a single line, you can tell only which points lie to it‟s left or right.  Given a single polygon shape, you 
can tell which points lie inside and which lie outside of the shape.  In this case, we were interested in 
counting the number of potential tree sites in a given area, so we needed to use polygons of some kind.  
The street centerlines layer was chosen as the source for the boundaries of the polygons because it 
provided a method to easily create areas which included only one side of a street on a given block.  It is 
believed that building collection areas with this concept in mind will: 

 minimize the chances of sites being mistakenly counted by more than one inventory team 

 minimize the number of times an inventory team will have to cross streets for a given 
area (e.g.; a team could survey the north side of M Street NW, the east side of 15th 
Street NW, the south side of N Street NW, and the west side of 16th Street NW without 
ever crossing a street) 

o clip street centerline-derived polygons to Area of Interest layer– The polygon layer derived from the street 
centerlines planimetric layer was clipped to include only those polygons that fell within the project‟s area 
of interest.  

o determine number of potential street tree sites within each polygon – The sites that fall within each of the 
remaining street centerlines-derived polygons were enumerated using the identity and frequency GIS 
functions.  The identity function attaches the identification information of each polygon in the street 
centerline-derived polygon layer to each of the sites that lie within it, and the frequency function returns a 
count of the sites with the same polygon identification information attached. 

o select/combine polygons to get ~100 sites/polygon – With the number of potential street tree sites that fall 
within each street-centerline derived polygon known, adjacent polygons were selected such that 
approximately 100 (85-115) sites were contained within the selected set.  These individual polygons were 
then combined into one polygon using the merge function. 

o add data fields  – The requisite fields were then added to the collection areas layer to hold collected 
inventory information and other essential attributes (see appendix „Collection Area Data Fields‟). 

 
Findings: 

The entire process of collecting, developing, and selecting inventory map layers would be a simpler process if a 
cadastral map layer and associated ownership information was available. 

Building an Area of Interest layer without comprehensive cadastral map layer/ownership information led to 
inclusion of small areas (such as pocket parks and median strips) that contained trees not under UFA‟s control. 
 
Results: 

The Casey Trees GIS staff was able to collect, develop, and assemble all needed map layers to facilitate the 
planning and execution of a street tree/site inventory. 
 
Recommendations: 

Use cadastral map layer/ownership information to reveal ownership and maintenance responsibilities for 
individual land parcels and use this information to build a comprehensive Area of Interest layer. 
 



    
    

 

GIS 
Phase I:  Planning and preparation 
Inventory process development 
 
Introduction: 
This section describes the efforts related to the following Project Objectives: 

Develop a process to distribute map layer subsets to inventory teams, track inventory progress, and assemble 
map layer subsets into a single District-wide street tree/site map layer 
 
Background: 

Two inventory management tools were used during the course of the project: 

 Tree Inventory Manager tool 

 Status Map tool 
The Tree Inventory Manager is the key tool that makes our inventory approach manageable.  It changes what 

otherwise would be a morass of manual updates, tracking, and file moving operations into a mostly-automated 
perpetual system of reading current inventory data from CF cards and pre-prioritizing of inventory areas.  This 
application is a custom-written program developed by Spatial Systems, Inc. of Columbia, MD to meet the specific 
needs of the Casey Trees Street Tree Inventory project. 

The Status Map tool is an ArcMap .mxd document containing basedata layers, the Potential Tree Sites (in various 
stages of completion), and the Collection Areas layer.  The layers are symbolized in order to help track the inventory 
process and identify areas where Tree Inventory Manager transactions may not be happening as expected. 
 
Goals: 

Develop inventory workflow parameters/process 
Assemble all associated tools to manage the inventory workflow 

 
Objectives: 

Define needs for an inventory workflow process 
Develop workflow process and determine the tools needed to implement the process 
Determine what inventory management tools can be developed in-house and which should be contracted out 
Develop in-house management tools and test contracted tools 

 
Methods: 

Initial definitions for the inventory workflow process parameters were analyzed, and it was quickly determined that the in-
house staff did not have the programming expertise to develop the needed application.  Several GIS programming contractors 
were contacted, and Spatial Systems, Inc. of Columbia, MD was selected as the contractor to produce the needed application.  
The initial inventory workflow process parameters were worked into formal programming constraints with the help of Spatial 
Systems personnel.  The following table lists the formal constraints, as well as the solutions provided by Spatial Systems.  
Further discussion of the components and operating modes of the delivered application continue after the table. 

 

CONSTRAINT SOLUTION 

TreeInvMGR shall provide the ability to prioritize 
collection areas for inventory. 

The collection areas layer will contain a numerical 
attribute setting the order in which it will be assigned to 
an inventory team, lower numbers being assigned first.  
This allows any or all of the collection areas to be pre-
assigned a sequence.  Priority assignments can be 
duplicated (for instance, a block of areas can be 
assigned the same number corresponding to the day or 
the year) and TIM will assign these areas randomly. 

TreeInvMGR shall provide the ability to override the 
pre-assigned sequence. 

The collection areas layer will contain a set of black-
out date attributes.  Areas with these attributes set will 
not be assigned between the dates specified. 

TreeInvMGR shall provide the ability to function as 
the automation software for inventory and quality 
control (QC) team assignments, each with different 
assignment heuristics. 

TreeInvMGR has an Inventory team leader and a QC 
team leader operation mode.  Inventory team leader 
assigns collection areas according to the sequence 
number of unassigned areas.  QC team leader assigns 
collection areas based on the sequence number of 
field-checked areas and flags a configurable 
percentage of the trees for QC. 



    
    

 

TreeInvMGR shall provide the ability to randomly 
assign a collection area to a team, within the constraints 
of the prioritization and prioritization override 
specifications. 

TreeInvMGR will only upload the collection area with 
the lowest priority that has no override in effect and that 
has not already been assigned, regardless of which 
team‟s card is accepting the upload.  Since priorities 
can be assigned in any way (including blocks of 
equivalent priorities), priorities can be changed and 
overridden, and CF cards can be processed in any 
order, the assignment is essentially random.   

TreeInvMGR shall provide the ability to “check-out” 
collection areas to prevent possession by multiple 
teams.  TreeInvMGR shall also provide a means to 
track collection area status to identify and map the 
progress of every collection area in the inventory 
process. 

The collection areas layer will contain a status 
attribute which will define where the latest version of it‟s 
data exists and it‟s availability for collection (see 
Appendix „Collection area data fields‟). 

TreeInvMGR shall provide the ability to identify the 
team that collected a given data point and the team that 
is in possession of any “checked-out” areas. 

A team‟s CF card will contain a team identifier which 
is recorded by TreeInvMGR upon assignment and 
transfer to a team‟s CF card.  Each inventory point lies 
within a collection area, thereby giving the ability to 
match each point to an inventory team. 

TreeInvMGR shall provide the ability to specify the 
total number of collection areas on a team‟s CF card. 

An editable initialization file is read by TreeInvMGR in 
which the number of areas per CF card is specified. 

TreeInvMGR shall provide the ability to, in one 
unattended operation: 

 remove completed areas from a team‟s CF card 
and update the area‟s status 

 record data from partially completed areas on a 
team‟s CF card while maintaining the area‟s 
“checked-out” status 

 if needed, add new collection areas to a team‟s 
CF card up to the total number specified  

Upon insertion of a team‟s CF card and initiation of 
data transfer, TreeInvMGR checks the status of all 
collection areas on the card and: 

 records and removes completed areas, updates 
status  

 records partially completed areas 

 adds new areas up to the total number specified 
per card, updates status 

TreeInvMGR shall provide the ability to print a work 
order (including map) at the time an area is “checked-
out” by an inventory team. 

If TreeInvMGR adds a new area to a CF card, it 
initiates an on-the-fly creation and printing to the 
system‟s default printer of a MS Word document 
including: 

 collection area ID 

 team ID 

 date of assignment 

 a pre-rendered .jpg map of the collection area 

TreeInvMGR shall provide the ability to automatically 
generate on a periodic basis, a single, merged shapefile 
containing the most recently modified versions of every 
tree point in the TreeInvMGR data structure. 

The TreeInvMGR .ini file has a user-settable switch to 
autostart an ArcMap macro that steps through the entire 
TreeInvMGR data tree and incorporates the most 
recently modified trees shapefile for each collection 
area. 

 Tree Inventory Manager discussion 
o myINI.txt 

The myINI.txt file is read by TreeInvMGR each time it opens. The application uses this file to determine: 
 file paths and names 
 number of collection areas to assign 
 autostart setting for Merge.mxd 

This file is easily modified using any text editor. 
o Merge.mxd 

This tool is a custom-written VBA macro contained within an ArcMap document.  It merges the most current trees 
layer files for each CA to form a district-wide layer called treemaster in the /TreeInvMGR/Data/merge directory.  A 
copy of this file named with the current date and time of the merge is saved in the /TreeInvMGR/Data/backup 
directory.  This application runs automatically when the ArcMap document is opened if the myINI.txt AUTOSTART 
value is set to true.  A scheduled task can be set up to periodically open the Merge.mxd document. 

o Directory and file structure 
The TreeInvMGR main directory contains three subdirectories.  Only the Data subdirectory contains more child 

directories.  These data subdirectories hold copies of each collection area‟s tree layer as it moves through the 
inventory process. 

TreeInvMGR requires that several key files be correctly located within the directory structure (including the CA 
layer, myINI.txt and Merge.mxd mentioned above). 

The directory structure and proper file location for operation of TreeInvMGR is: 



    
    

 

 TreeInvMGR – main directory 

 Bin – program directory 
DTMgr.exe – TreeInvMGR application executable 
WorkOrder.doc – MS Word document template for hardcopy maps 
accestest.mdb – MS Access database for trees.shp integrity checking 
myINI.txt – TreeInvMGR initialization file  
trtmplt.shp – 0-record layer containing the trees.shp table structure 
teams.dbf – table of inventory teams and their qc sampling rate 

 Data – data directory 
colareas.shp – collection areas polygon layer 

o backup – contains dated backups of treemaster layer 
o DCwide – contains layers used in admin interface 
o fieldchecked – must contain a subdirectory for each CA 

 CA-#### -- contains completely inventoried trees layer  
o inprocess – must contain a subdirectory for each CA 

 CA-#### -- contains started but not completed trees layer  
o merge – contains treemaster layer  
o original – must contain a subdirectory for each CA 

 CA-#### -- contains all data to be transferred to CF card as well as 
map.mxd and map.jpg 

o qced – may contain a subdirectory for any CA 
 CA-#### -- contains qc‟ed trees layer 

 Merge – merge directory 
Merge.mxd – described above 

o Inventory Team Leader 
The Inventory Team Leader mode is used when transferring CA‟s to/from an inventory team‟s CF card.   
When the user selects the menu option Inventory Team Leader | Transfer Data the application will: 

 Identify the Team ID from the CF Card 
 Evaluate the datasets on the CF card for completion  
 Transfer completed data and backup in process data 
 Transfer data for the next area to be done. 
 Print a work order for each area to be done 
 Update the Status field in the CA layer 

Inventory Team Leader mode may also be used to return an unfinished dataset so that another team may finish it. 
o QC Team Leader 

The QC Team Leader mode is used when transferring CA‟s to/from an QC team‟s CF card.   
When the user selects the menu option QC Team Leader | Transfer Data the application will: 

 Identify the Team ID from the CF Card 
 Evaluate the datasets on the CF card for completion  
 Mark Trees for QC  
 Transfer data for the next area to be done 
 Print a work order for each area to be done 
 Update the Status field in the collection areas index layer 

QC Team Leader mode may also be used to return an unfinished dataset so that another team may finish it. 
During the QC portion of the inventory project, it was discovered that the QC Team Leader function did not 

perform correctly; hence, a manual QC process (described in the Quality Control section) was developed and 
implemented.  This portion of the TreeInvMGR application has since been patched and performs as described above. 

o Sync.exe 
Sync.exe is a freeware utility available from http://www.sysinternals.com that directs the operating system (works 

on MS Windows NT/2K/98/95) to flush all file system data to the appropriate fixed or removable disk.  Sync requires 
administrative privileges to run. 

It was discovered during day-to-day inventory operations that data transferred through TreeInvMGR was not 
always written to or from the CF card as the application reported.  The MS Windows OS contains a feature known as 
write-delayed caching which delays some disk writes to optimize disk utilization.  This is all well and good until 
removable media (such as CF memory) is used.  If the media is removed before the OS writes the information 
contained in the cache, an error occurs and the unwritten data is lost.  Issuing a sync command before removing such 
media forces the write and prevents write-delayed data losses. 

 Status Map discussion 
o Status Map layers 



    
    

 

The following set of basemap and derived layers was found to be adequate for most of the status/assignment 
mapping during the inventory/qc planning and execution: 

 roads/sidewalks* 
 road centerlines/centerline labels* 
 buildings/structures 
 water bodies 
 metro lines/stations 
 collection areas (remaining/assigned/completed, based on sequence)** 
 collection areas (assigned/completed, based on status)** 

* Use of roads/sidewalks polygons vs. road centerlines depends upon the final scale of the map 
** By using a see-through hatch symbolization based on the CA status (updated by the TreeInvMGR upon data 

transfer) and a solid color symbolization based on the CA sequence attribute (manually created by staff during 
prioritization planning), the status/assignment map can be used to identify possible discrepancies between what was 
supposed to be completed/transferred and what was actually completed/transferred. 

o Collection Area layer symbology 
A map-based visual audit was created using a solid-color fill pattern to symbolize what the inventory managers 

believe should be happening and overlaying see-through hatch fill patterns to symbolize what the TreeInvMGR 
actually processes.   

 SEQUENCE attribute 
The SEQUENCE attribute of the CA layer was calculated manually and served two purposes for the inventory 

project: 

 as the mechanism for ordering the assignment of CA‟s (CA‟s are assigned to CF cards by 
lowest available SEQUENCE number) 

 as a means of tracking CA status outside of the TreeInvMGR attribution by using pre-
defined special “code” sequences and symbolizing a layer file upon them -- interim low 
sequence numbers are used to prioritize areas for transfer between the time when the 
SEQUENCE attribute is 9998 (“remaining”) and one of the other special codes 

The following table lists the different pre-defined special codes used for symbolization of the SEQUENCE attribute 
of the CA layer and their associated RGB color values (these are solid-fill colors): 

DESCRIPTION SAMPLE DEFINITION CODE R G B 

border (for all)   n/a 178 178 178 

problem  CA has data problem 6666 255 0 0 

qc  CA in QC 9400 255 190 190 

manual  CA collected manually, not yet in handheld  9500 168 0 0 

partial  CA unfinished when team moved 9600 255 234 190 

assigned  CA on a team‟s CF card 9700 255 170 0 

done  CA has been inventoried 9800 190 210 255 

remaining  CA has not been inventoried 9998 156 156 156 

 STATUS attribute 
The STATUS attribute of the CA layer was set by the TreeInvMGR when the associated CA datasets are 

transferred to or from a CF card.  The following table lists the different pre-defined special codes used for 
symbolization of the STATUS attribute of the CA layer and their associated RGB color values (these are line-fill 
colors): 

DESCRIPTION SAMPLE DEFINITION VALUE R G B 

border (being collected)   n/a 255 255 255 

border (all others)   n/a 178 178 178 

being collected  data on CF card BEING COLLECTED 255 255 0 

returned collected  CA unfinished when team moved RETURNED COL 168 56 0 

collected  CA has been inventoried COLLECTED 76 230 0 

failed qc (hatch)  CA failed QC FAILED QC 255 0 0 

 
Findings: 

Testing of complex processes is required to identify bugs, which requires representative test data sets and testing 
lead time. 

The QC Team Leader function of TreeInvMGR did not work correctly, however it was impossible to identify this 
failing until after complex data was available and acted upon by the TreeInvMGR.  Thus, an alternative QC process 
and associated tools were developed in-house as described in the Quality Control section. 



    
    

 

Creative use of symbolization helped track the progress of the inventory and very quickly identified anomalies or 
potential problems (e.g.; an area has status “assigned” when it was never prioritized for assignment) with CA 
assignment/transfer/completion.   
 
Results: 

An inventory process that met the defined parameters was developed.   
Tools to manage the workflow and track inventory progress were developed/delivered on time. 
Not all functionality of the workflow management tools worked correctly due to the lack of representative test data 

sets and sufficient testing time in the project planning stage. 
 
Recommendations: 

Workflow process management applications are general-purpose tools and will be relatively static once tested 
and implemented.  Thus, this type of application should be contracted out leaving in-house staff free to develop and 
become familiar with applications and interfaces that may require changes on short notice during the project 
execution. 

Time for development of test sets and time for testing and, if necessary, correcting and/or developing alternative 
workflow management tools must be realistically blocked out in the project timeline. 
 



    
    

 

GIS 
Phase I:  Planning and preparation 
Map layer preparation 
 
Introduction: 
This section describes the efforts related to the following Project Objectives: 

Prepare selected District-wide GIS map layer subsets for use in the inventory process 
The workflow process developed for the inventory project requires map layer subsets based on the Collection 

Areas map layer.  This section describes the methods used to develop and implement the tools needed to create such 
subsets. 
 
Background: 

The OCTO layer clip tool is a custom-written VBA application that runs within ESRI‟s ArcMap.  The tool accepts 
the following parameters from the user: 

 layer containing uniquely-identified polygons to use as clip templates 

 directory containing the layers to clip 

 directory in which to place the clipped files 

 and optionally, the distance to buffer the input shapes before clipping 
Output consists of clipped subsets of the original input layers placed in a subdirectory named with the clipping 

polygon‟s unique identifier. 
The OCTO layer clip tool was originally conceived as the single tool to subset the project‟s layer basemap layers 

and MrSID orthophotography images using a template of collection areas.  Memory leaks, processing speed issues, 
and the inability of the tool to handle large MrSID images limited the tool‟s usefulness enough that a wholly different 
approach was needed.  However, some features of the tool made it very useful for setting up the initial step of the new 
approach. 

Conversion and clipping scripts are a collection of publicly-available and in-house custom-written ArcInfo Macro 
Language (AML) scripts. 

As mentioned above, use of the initial tool designed to subset the project‟s map layers became infeasible, 
requiring development of an alternative approach.  This  collection of AML scripts was utilized in the clipping process 
in order to maximize system speed and stability. 

The image (.jpg) renderer is an in-house custom-written VBA macro contained within an ArcMap document 
(.mxd). 

It was determined during the project planning that a hard-copy collection area map needed to be printed at the 
time the data was transferred to a field team‟s CompactFlash (CF) card.  The software application used to transfer the 
datasets accesses and updates the collection areas layer database during transfer (outside of ArcGIS), prohibiting 
real-time rendering of a collection area map (additionally, real-time rendering is rather slow).  This tool was developed 
to pre-render collection area maps and place them within a subdirectory named with the collection area ID prior to 
data transfer. 

The orthophoto locating/renaming tool is an in-house custom-written VBA macro contained within an ArcMap 
document (.mxd). 

This tool was used to match clipped image files to the collection area clipping polygon that created them, then 
rename the image and place it within a subdirectory named with the collection area ID. 

 
Goals: 

Develop a process that is as automated as possible to create the map layer subsets needed for the inventory 
project workflow process 

Create the map layer subsets 
 

Objectives: 
Develop the map layer subsetting process and determine the tools needed to implement the process 
Determine what map layer subsetting tools can be developed in-house and which should be contracted out 
Develop in-house management tools and test contracted tools 
 

Methods: 
Map layer subsetting process: 

With the data layers identified, a method to partition them into manageable “chunks” was developed.  The 
“chunks” are based upon the collection areas layer which delineates areas that contain approximately 100 potential 
street tree sites.  The rationale behind the partitioning strategy is to distribute to the inventory teams only the data they 
will need to complete their daily assignments.  These data include: 



    
    

 

 collection area outlines 

 potential street tree sites within the associated collection areas 

 reference layers clipped to the collection areas which have been buffered to show features outside the actual 
collection area boundary but which may in fact help with the teams‟ orientation and logistics 
Initially, GCA Casey Trees negotiated with OCTO for programming support to develop a general-purpose 

subsetting (“clipping”, in GIS lingo) tool to allow in-house staff to focus on other development initiatives.  However, 
experiments using the delivered OCTO layer clip tool to clip all of the data layers to the collection area layer shapes 
from within ArcGIS‟s ArcMap module resulted in unacceptable processing times and memory leak-induced reboots. 

A new method using was designed in-house using ArcGIS‟s ArcInfo command line module which allows for 
simple AML scripting to control the entire process, except for the initial setup which utilizes the OCTO layer clip tool.  
This method includes converting all of the shapefile data layers to ArcInfo coverage layers, clipping the coverages, 
and then converting the resulting clipped coverages back into shapefiles.  This method significantly reduces clipping 
time compared to the OCTO layer clip tool‟s approach which leaves the layers in shapefile format throughout the 
entire process.  The time required to clip one collection area using the AML method averaged approximately 12 
minutes (not including the time to manually setup the batch clipping process). 

Because the clipping operations are controlled by an AML script running in a command-line window, non-GIS 
functions can take place under the scripts command issuance including: 

 deletion of unneeded files and directories created during the clipping process 

 copying of various collateral files required for proper operation of the ArcPad application (.apm‟s, .apl‟s, .vbs‟s, 
.dbf‟s) or for other purposes 

 opening specialized documents/macros to create needed files from the recently clipped data, including the .jpg 
rendering VBA macro embedded in the ArcMap document map.mxd 

 creation of the required subdirectories for the TreeInvMGR data structure and the CA-#### subdirectory to 
contain the collection area data parcel 
Hence, the clipping process is also the vehicle for assembling the entire contents of the data packets that are 

transferred as a unit onto a CF card when needed by an inventory team.   

 Map layer clipping 
While the OCTO layer clip tool proved impractical as the sole clipping tool for the entire set of data layers, it 

proved extremely useful in starting the clipping operation.  The tool easily extracted individual collection area shapes 
as a separate shapefile from the overall collection area layer and placed them in a subdirectory named with the 
individual collection area shape‟s ID in the format “CA-####”.  This individual collection area shape could then be 
easily accessed by the AML scripts described below: 

o Dolist.aml - Dolist.aml is an AML script that automates repetitive tasks by defining the tasks and then 
compiling a list of layers, subdirectories, etc upon which to perform those tasks.  It was written by Bartosz 
Czyzkowski of the Institute of Environmental Engineering Systems, Warsaw University of Technology, 
Warsaw, Poland and is freely available form many GIS websites and discussion boards on the internet.  
Since it is a text file, it can be easily recreated by cut-n-paste‟ing the text into an editor and saving to a 
new file.  Instructions for use are included as comments in the file. 

o Custom – While the Dolist.aml script is pre-written, it is useless without the two required inputs: the 
DIRECTIVES file and the LIST file.  The DIRECTIVES are the AML commands to repetitively process, 
and the LIST is the differing folders, layers, etc on which to exercise the DIRECTIVES.  DIRECTIVES 
should not change once a working methodology is found (see Appendix „Clip_copy_jpg.txt‟), but LIST can 
change depending upon the areas to be processed at a given time.  The OCTO layer clip tool outputs a 
set of CA-#### folders with one folder per collection area, each containing the outline of the named area.  
These folder names are what should appear in LIST.  It was found that using the DOS DIR command with 
the /b (bare) switch and directing the output to a text file was an efficient method for generating a LIST file 
containing the CA-#### folder names (e.g.; dir /b > LIST.TXT).  This file can then be edited to conform to 
the format described in the Dolist.aml instructional section.  

 Orthophoto image clipping 
The orthophotography of the District as supplied by OCTO was a single 415+ MB MrSID image mosaic.  

Delivering orthophotography to the inventory teams required development of a method to subset the image to a 
reasonable-sized pieces and deliver the correct piece to the inventory teams at the correct time (when the orthophoto 
piece matched the rest of the map data).  The most efficient means to accomplish this goal was to clip the orthophoto 
images to the collection area shapes.  The extreme size of the orthophoto mosaic presented some limitations to doing 
the clipping in-house: 

o processing power – processing of image data requires large amounts of computer processing resources 
which were simply not available at the time the clipping needed to take place 



    
    

 

o software licensing – clipping of the orthophoto mosaic in-house would have required either the purchase 
of an ancillary license to ArcGIS to handle the large file size (the free MrSID handler has a max file size of 
50MB) or the purchase of a geo-image processing software package, neither of which was feasible 

The National Park Service contributed the manpower and computing resources needed to clip the district-wide 
orthophoto mosaic using our collection areas layer.  However, the output generated by their program consisted of the 
clipped images with unique and (relative to our project) arbitrary filenames.  An in-house, custom-written VBA macro 
running within an ArcMap document was used to: 

o match clipped image files to the collection area clipping polygon that created them 
o place the image within a subdirectory named with the associated collection area ID 
o rename the image with the generic “ortho.sid” filename so the file can be copied into the corresponding 

/Data/orig/CA-#### directory by simply dragging the entire collection of subdirectories containing 
“ortho.sid” files into the /Data/orig directory 

 
Findings: 

Running mass automated simple clip processes from within ArcGIS/VBA in the native shapefile format is much 
slower and less reliable than converting the shapefile layers to ArcInfo coverage layers and clipping using command-
line AML tools. 

ArcInfo command-line AML allows access to both lower-level directory/file operations and invocation of higher-
level document macro operations such as ArcGIS/VBA customizations. 

The ArcGIS/VBA environment allows automation of complex map rendering and shape matching processes that 
is not possible directly within ArcInfo AML. 

 
Results: 

A highly automated map layer subsetting process was developed. 
The tools needed to perform the map layer subsetting were developed/delivered on time. 
Not all functionality of the original map layer subsetting tools performed correctly.  However, salvaged functionality 

in combination with creative use of geospatial formats, ArcInfo AML, and ArcGIS/VBA macros led to a faster, more 
reliable subsetting process. 

 
Recommendations: 

Use ArcInfo command-line AML scripts to automate simple, repetitive processes, to easily access lower-level 
system functions, and to easily invoke ArcGIS/VBA higher-level document macro functions. 

Use ArcGIS/VBA to automate complex processes in document macro functions. 
Assure access to personnel with both ArcInfo AML and ArcGIS/VBA experience to allow for rapid development of 

solutions. 
Time for testing and, if necessary, correcting and/or developing alternative map layer subsetting tools must be 

realistically blocked out in the project timeline. 



    
    

 

GIS 
Phase I:  Planning and preparation 
Applications development 
 
Introduction: 
This section describes the efforts related to the following Project Objectives: 

Develop a GIS-based application for inventory/QC teams to collect street tree/site information  
 
Background: 

 
Goals: 

Develop a GIS-based application for inventory/QC teams to collect street tree/site information  
Provide an easy-to-use interface for the application 
Provide a segmented, logical attribute-entry interface 
 

Objectives: 
 

Methods: 

 ESRI ArcPad/ArcPad Application Builder 
o Development considerations 

 Map layers 

 symbology – The map layers 
mentioned in the data 
development and preparation 
section above needed to be 
symbolized such that the street 
tree site information was readily 
apparent, and the information 
contained in the basemap layers 
and ancillary layers needed to be 
unobtrusive yet visible when 
needed for reference.  This figure 
illustrates a typical ArcPad 
screen.  Street tree sites are 
shown within the collection area 
boundary (orange) and are 
differentiated by status, surveyed 
(green) and non-surveyed 
(brown).  Basemap information 
included beyond the bounds of 
the collection area includes 
buildings, roads, sidewalks, and 
street names.  Also displayed are 
potential meeting and rest area 
locations denoted by blue icons 
(in this case, a police station, fire 
station, school, and recreation center).   

 displayable attribute information – Most features shown in the map data layers have 
information attached to them.  The ability to allow this information to be shown by clicking 
on a feature and the ability to control the format of the shown information are provided by 
ArcPad.  Information that allowed field teams to orient themselves and to find needed 
facilities were configured to allow such point-and-click display, including the address 
range of a street block, name and address of a metro station entrance, police or fire 
station, school, etc. 

 Toolbuttons and toolbars 
One of the attractive features of ArcPad 6 is the 

ability to easily modify the user interface.  This image 
illustrates the standard out-of-the-box toolbars provided by 
ArcPad.  Much of the functionality provided by these 



    
    

 

standard tools is not applicable to this inventory project.   

 ease of use – In order to make the inventory project ArcPad interface as easy to use as 
possible, tools providing functionality that would not be utilized on this project were 
removed from the toolbar.  The buttons that are provided are mainly single-function tools, 
as opposed to the many multi-function tools on the standard bar (identifiable by the pull-
down arrow next to the button). 

 addition of custom functionality – Field GIS functions that were not provided out of the 
box by ArcPad were needed for the inventory project.  Buttons were designed and added 
to the stripped-down toolbar to give the resulting inventory project toolbar, shown here.  
The tools added, from right to left, are: 

o “Add tree/site” tool 
o “Invalid tree/site” tool 
o “Toggle ortho/vector” tool 

 Attribute entry forms 
Another extremely attractive feature of ArcPad 6 is the ability to create custom attribute entry forms and validation 

rules for attribute entry.   

 form control types – Many types of attribute entry controls are available for ArcPad forms.  
Free-form text boxes, drop-down list boxes, and sliders for numeric entry were used in 
this inventory project. 

 multi-page forms – ArcPad forms may consist of multiple, tabbed pages.  This allows 
grouping of like attribute types and also allows for arrangement of attributes in a logical or 
chronological manner. 

 programmatic logic – ArcPad forms are programmatically customizable with VisualBasic 
Script (VBScript), allowing the designer some control data integrity.  For example, the 
designer can prevent the user from moving on to another point without entering some 
minimal level of attribute data.  The designer can also program in certain “what-if” logic to 
assure that conflicting attributes are not entered for a site.  For example, the VBScript 
can “gray out” tree measurements if the user enters that no tree exists in the site, 
assuring that these attributes will always be “0” if “no tree” is selected. 

It is very important to have all attribute fields and parameters clearly identified before ArcPad programming 
begins.  While programmatic logic can prevent certain conflicting attribute combinations from occurring, it is no 
substitute for clear, logical, descriptive data field definitions.  Discovering all of the potential attribute selections and 
combinations thereof for all of the data fields being collected requires study, which takes time.  The time required, 
though, is minimal compared to the effort involved in re-programming the forms, attribute selection types, and 
VBScript logic in ArcPad should the data field definitions change once development has begun. 

o Components 
 Configuration and programming files 

Configuration files are used to construct the look and feel of the ArcPad application user interface, and 
programming files define the behavior of custom tools.   

 ArcPad.apx – ArcPad.apx is the default configuration file for ArcPad and is created or 
modified with ArcPad Application Builder.  This file is stored in Extensible Markup 
Language (XML) and is read automatically when ArcPad starts.  Our default configuration 
contains custom toolbuttons and parameters that override ArcPad's initially-visible default 
toolbars. 

 ArcPad.vbs –ArcPad.vbs is associated with the ArcPad.apx default configuration.  This 
file is stored in VBScript and is read automatically when ArcPad starts.  It contains 
subroutines and functions that provide the programming logic associated with the custom 
tools described above. 

 ToolButton .bmp‟s – These bitmap (.bmp) files provide a toolbar icon for each custom 
toolbutton.  They are created with an image editor/paint program and are associated with 
the proper programming through the ArcPad.apx default configuration.  

 Map layer files 
Layer definitions provide a way of delivering custom data entry forms and associated scripts that are loaded with 

map layers.  They also define the layer symbology (exported from ArcGIS). 



    
    

 

 Layer .apl‟s – Layer definition files have the same filename as the layer, but with a .apl 
extension.  They live and travel with the associated layer, and contain both the 
symbology (as exported from ArcGIS) for the layer and the data entry forms (created in 
ArcPad Application Builder) used to attribute the layer features.  These XML files are 
read automatically when the associated layer is loaded by ArcPad.  

 Layer .vbs‟s – Layer programming files have the same filename as the layer, but with a 
.vbs extension.  They live and travel with the associated layer, and contain subroutines 
and functions that provide the programming logic associated with the data entry forms 
referenced in the .apl files.  These VBScript files are read automatically when the 
associated layer is loaded by ArcPad.  

 Supporting .dbf‟s – Layer customizations often contain drop-down menus or other 
controls which must be pre-populated with the desired attribute selections.  These 
selections are efficiently produced and managed in the form of database (.dbf) files.  
These files contain rows and columns of data and are created with many desktop 
software applications, including such programs as Microsoft Excel and Microsoft Access.  
Changes to the populating lists of the attribute selection controls can be made without 
using ArcPad Application Builder by simply editing the .dbf files. 

 ArcPad.apm 
ArcPad map files (.apm‟s) control the way multiple data layers interact in ArcPad and are created in ArcPad 

Application Builder or with the ArcPad Tools in ArcGIS. 
An ArcPad map file (.apm) stores information about the ArcPad session map, including layer display order, map 

extent, symbology (if not defined in the layer .apl), and projection environment.  This map file information will be 
loaded by default when ArcPad is started by naming the file ArcPad.apm and placing it in the Default Maps & Data 
Path specified in the Paths page of the ArcPad Options dialog box.  

 Compaq iPaq handheld computer 
o Software setup 

The ArcPad application was installed to each iPaq from the workstation using the appropriate shortcut created 
during the install of the desktop ArcPad installation.  In order to take the software out of “trial” mode, the software 
registration number must be entered the first time ArcPad is run. 

o Hardware setup 
Due to memory limitations with the handheld computers and limitations on how much ground could be physically 

covered by a field team in a working day, the project area was partitioned into discrete Collection Areas (CA‟s).  Each 
CA and it‟s associated map layers and data files were made available to inventory teams through their handheld 
computers by placing the data on CompactFlash (CF) memory cards, requiring some hardware accessories and 
configuration for the handheld computers. 

 Expansion pack and CF adapter 
The dual-PCMCIA slot expansion pack for the iPaq provides: 

 extended battery life for a full day‟s field work 

 the ability to access CF cards through a CF-PCMCIA adapter 
 CF card 

The software application used to manage and track data transfer to and from the CF cards requires two pieces of 
information exist on the card before data transfer is initiated: 

 text file containing a numeric inventory team identifier (named TeamID.ctf) 

 directory folder to receive the collection area(s) data (named Today) 
These two items are easily created using Windows FileExplorer and Notepad.Findings: 
 

Results: 
 

Recommendations: 



    
    

 

GIS 
Phase I:  Planning and preparation 
Quality control 
 
Introduction: 
This section describes the efforts related to the following Project Objectives: 

Develop a process to distribute map layer subsets to quality control (QC) teams, track QC progress, and 
assemble map layer subsets into a single District-wide QC‟ed street tree/site map layer. 

 
Background: 

The workflow management tool Tree Inventory Manager (described in the previous Inventory process 
development section) was initially developed with dual inventory team management and quality control team 
management functionality.  It was discovered during the inventory process that the quality control team management 
function did not perform correctly.  Thus, a separate QC process had to be developed in-house.  This section 
describes the methods used to develop and implement the inventory QC process. 

 
Goals: 

Develop a process to assure a 95% inventory information quality level. 
 

Objectives: 
Develop criteria for determining QC status. 
Modify Collection Areas map layer to allow for alternative QC assignment and tracking. 
Develop tools to automate as much as possible the alternative QC process. 
 

Methods: 

 Criteria for determining QC status 
The QC criteria are structured to assure that only areas with at least 95% of the individual tree site observations 

are within specifications for at least 95% of the tree sites within the collection area.  The tree site sampling rate is 
approximately 10%.  A collection area‟s QC status is determined by the criteria outlined below:   

o Check 1 tree site (20 observations): 
 If >1/20 fail, then the tree site fails (several of the 20 observations have multiple observations; if 

one of these “sub” observations is incorrect, the entire observation is incorrect) 
 Observations with allowed variation: 

 Tree box width and length – +/- 1 foot 

 Common name – Freeman Maple may be called Red or Silver Maple, Scarlet Oak may 
be called Pin Oak 

 Condition – +/- 1 condition class (except as noted below) 

 DBH – +/- 1 inch 

 Radius – +/- one 5 foot class 

 Height to crown – +/- one 5 foot class 

 Tree height – +/- one 5 foot class 

 Overhead wires – if miss all wires, fails; if mix up low & high voltage does not fail 
 Observations with no allowed variation: 

 Common name – must be correct species (except as noted above) 

 Included bark/co-dominant stem – must be Condition 4 

 Major cracks – must be Condition 4 

 Conks, decay at base – must be Condition 4 
o Check 10 trees/collection area: 

 If 10/10 pass, then whole section passes 
 If >1/10 fail, then whole section fails 
 If 1/10 fails, then check 10 more trees (20 trees/section total) – if 19/20 pass, then section 

passes; if >1/20 fail, then section fails 
o Check inventory teams‟ pass/fail ratio 

After 10 collection areas per team had been checked, if the pass/fail ratio for any team was 80% or less, that 
team‟s entire set of areas was kicked back into the inventory process.  This was done to prevent collection areas with 
a higher probability of failing from being identified later in the project, thus generating a potentially large backlog of 
areas to be re-inventoried at or near the end of the project. 

 Modifications to CA shapefile to allow for manual QC assignment and tracking 



    
    

 

The CA shapefile was modified to allow manual assignment of QC teams and tracking of QC results(see 
appendix „Collection Area Data Fields‟) by adding the following fields: 

o QC_ASSGN – holds information correlating to the sequential day number of QC activity (DD) and the 
team to which a given collection area was assigned (TT) are concatenated in the format “DD-TT” 

o QC_RESULT – holds the most recent result of the QC team‟s investigation for a given collection area as 
“NONE”, “PASS”, or “FAIL” with the value for all polygons being initially calculated to “NONE” 

o ORIG_TEAM – holds a copy of the information in TEAM_ID at the time of QC assignment 
o ORIG_RESULT – holds the former result of the QC team‟s investigation for a given collection area as 

“NONE”, “PASS”, or “FAIL” with the value for all polygons being initially calculated to “NONE” 

 Alternative QC process design and process automation tools 
o Manually assign collection areas to a QC team 

Manually display a map of the collection areas‟ status, selecting a set of CA polygons to assign to a team, and 
calculating the QC_ASSGN attributes for the selected polygons to the appropriate “DD-TT” code.  Copy the TEAM_ID 
attributes for the selected set of CA polygons to the ORIG_TEAM field. 

o Create a script to move map layers to a uniquely-named folder 
After assigning the “DD-TT” codes for QC_ASSGN, select the corresponding CA numbers from the shapefile .dbf 

and copy them into a text editor.  Create a text file AML (see appendix „build_qc_directories.aml‟) for moving the map 
layers to a “DD-TT” folder.  This AML is initiated using ArcInfo in the same manner as in the CA data clipping process.  
The AML creates directory folders named with the appropriate “DD-TT” code and places within them the CA data 
packet and the fieldchecked trees.shp for each CA-#### with that specific QC_ASSGN code. 

o Manually move the “DD-TT” folder to the QC team‟s CF card 
Copy the resulting “DD-TT” directory folder to the QC teams CF card using Windows Explorer.  Issue a sync.exe 

command following the copy to force the flushing of the Windows write-delayed cache as described in the „Application 
Development‟ section above.  

o Manually create a QC team map for each QC team 
Generate a hardcopy map of a QC team‟s assignment area by selecting the CA polygons with the appropriate 

“DD-TT” code in the QC_ASSIGN field and printing a map of the selected area.  QC teams will graphically and/or 
textually record a collection area‟s QC status on the hardcopy QC team map and hand it back to the GIS staff to 
record the QC status of each area.   

o Manually record the QC status for each collection area 
Enter the QC teams‟ results into the CA shapefile from the hardcopy maps by selecting the polygons with the 

appropriate “DD-TT” code in the QC_ASSGN field, calculating “PASS” and “FAIL” in the QC_RESULT field as 
appropriate for a given polygon.   

If the ORIG_RESULT field for a given polygon still containes the initial value “NONE” (indicating that it had not 
been QC‟ed), then copy the QC_RESULT to the ORIG_RESULT field. 

Manually re-insert polygons that have “FAIL” in the ORIG_RESULT field into the inventory process by calculating 
the STATUS field to “YET TO BE DONE”, and the “SEQUENCE” and “TEAM_ID” fields to <null> for the appropriate 
polygons. 

 
Findings: 

 
Results: 

A semi-manual quality control process using some of the same tools utilized in the collection area clipping 
process and the status map generation was developed and implemented. 
 
Recommendations: 



    
    

 

GIS 
Phase II:  Implementation 
Quality control 
 
Introduction: 
This section describes the efforts related to the following Project Objectives: 

 
Background: 

The workflow management tool Tree Inventory Manager (described in the previous Inventory process 
development section) was initially developed with dual inventory team management and quality control team 
management functionality.  It was discovered during the inventory process that the quality control team management 
function did not perform correctly.  Thus, a separate QC process had to be developed in-house.  This section 
describes the methods used during implementation of the inventory QC process. 

 
Goals: 

 
Objectives: 

 
Methods: 

 Alternative QC process 
o Assign collection areas to a QC team 

Choose ten areas for each QC team, selecting areas in proximity as much as possible given the distribution of 
completely inventoried CA‟s and calculate the QC_ASSGN attributes for the selected polygons to the appropriate 
“DD-TT” code.  Copy the TEAM_ID attributes for the selected set of CA polygons to the ORIG_TEAM field. 

o Create a script to move map layers to a uniquely-named folder 
After assigning the “DD-TT” codes for QC_ASSGN, select the corresponding CA numbers from the shapefile .dbf 

and copy them into a text editor.  Create a text file AML (see appendix „build_qc_directories.aml‟) for moving the map 
layers to a “DD-TT” folder.   

o Initiate the AML script to move map layers to a uniquely-named folder 
Initiate the AML using ArcInfo. 

o Manually move the “DD-TT” folder to the QC team‟s CF card 
Copy the resulting “DD-TT” directory folder to the QC teams CF card using Windows Explorer.  Issue a sync.exe 

command following the copy to force the flushing of the Windows write-delayed cache as described in the „Application 
Development‟ section above.  

o Create QC team map 
Generate hardcopy maps of the QC teams‟ assignment areas by selecting CA polygons with the same “DD-TT” 

code in the QC_ASSIGN field and printing a map of the selected area.  Repeat for each unique “DD-TT” code. 
o Record QC status 

Enter the QC teams‟ results into the CA shapefile from the hardcopy maps by selecting the polygons with the 
appropriate “DD-TT” code in the QC_ASSGN field, calculating “PASS” and “FAIL” in the QC_RESULT field as 
appropriate for a given polygon.   

If the ORIG_RESULT field for a given polygon still contains the initial value “NONE” (indicating that it had not 
been QC‟ed), then copy the QC_RESULT to the ORIG_RESULT field. 

Manually re-insert polygons that have “FAIL” in the ORIG_RESULT field into the inventory process by calculating 
the STATUS field to “YET TO BE DONE”, and the “SEQUENCE” and “TEAM_ID” fields to <null> for the appropriate 
polygons. 
 
Findings: 

 
Results: 

 
Recommendations: 



    
    

 



    
    

 



    
    

 

GIS 
Phase III:  Post-inventory activities 
Street tree/site layer transfer and updates 
 
Introduction: 

 
Background: 

 
Methods: 

 
Findings: 

 
Results: 

 
Recommendations: 



    
    

 

GIS 
Appendices 
Appendix ‘Tree data fields’ 

field="TBOX_W" 
text="2" value="2" 
text="3" value="3" 
text="4" value="4" 
text="5" value="5" 
text="6" value="6" 
text="7" value="7" 
text="8" value="8" 
text="9" value="9" 
text=">9" value="99" 

 
field="TBOX_L" 

text="2" value="2" 
text="3" value="3" 
text="4" value="4" 
text="5" value="5" 
text="6" value="6" 
text="7" value="7" 
text="8" value="8" 
text="9" value="9" 
text="10" value="10" 
text="11" value="11" 
text="12" value="12" 
text=">12" value="99" 

 
field="CURB" 

text="Permanent" value="Permanent" 
text="Temporary" value="Temporary" 
text="None" value="None" 

 
field="SIDEWALK" 

text="Permanent" value="Permanent" 
text="Temporary" value="Temporary" 
text="None" value="None" 

 
field="WIRES" 

text="High voltage" value="High voltage" 
text="Low voltage" value="Low voltage" 
text="Both" value="Both" 
text="None" value="None" 

 
field="MULCH" 

text="Proper" value="Proper" 
text="Improper" value="Improper" 
text="None" value="None" 

 
field="GRATE" 

text="Acceptable" value="Acceptable" 
text="Unacceptable" value="Unacceptable" 
text="None" value="None" 

 
field="TBOX_STAT" 

text="Plantable" value="Plant" 
text="Not plantable" value="No plant" 
text="Conflict" value="Conflict" 
text="Wooded" value="Wooded" 
text="Consult" value="Consult" 

 
field="HEAVING" 

text="T" value="T" 
text="F" value="F" 

 
 

 
field="BORDER" 

text="T" value="T" 
text="F" value="F" 

 
 
field="PLANTINGS" 

text="T" value="T" 
text="F" value="F" 

 
field="CUTROOTS" 

text="T" value="T" 
text="F" value="F" 

 
field="VISIBILITY" 

text="T" value="T" 
text="F" value="F" 

 
field="CMMN_NM" 

listtable="dc_trees.dbf" 
listvaluefield=”CMMN_NM” 
listtextfield==”CMMN_NM” 
defaultvalue= None 

 
field="SCI_NM" 

listtable="dc_trees.dbf" 
listvaluefield=”SCI_NM” 
listtextfield=”SCI_NM” 
defaultvalue= None 

 
field="DEADWOOD"  
 listtable="conditions.dbf" 
 listvaluefield="CONDITION" 
 listtextfield="DEADWOOD" 
 defaultvalue="1"  
 
field="LEAN" 
 listtable="conditions.dbf" 
 listvaluefield="CONDITION" 
 listtextfield="LEAN" 
 defaultvalue="1" 
 
field="FLAGGING" 
 listtable="conditions.dbf" 
 listvaluefield="CONDITION" 
 listtextfield="FLAGGING" 
 defaultvalue="1" 
 
field="BARK" 
 listtable="conditions.dbf" 
 listvaluefield="CONDITION" 
 listtextfield="INC_BARK" 
 defaultvalue="1" 
 
field="FOLIAGE" 
 listtable="conditions.dbf" 
 listvaluefield="CONDITION" 
 listtextfield="FOLIAGE" 
 defaultvalue="1" 
 
field="WOUNDS" 
 listtable="conditions.dbf" 
 listvaluefield="CONDITION" 
 listtextfield="CAVITY" 
 defaultvalue="1" 



    
    

 

 
field="BORERS" 
 listtable="conditions.dbf"  
 listvaluefield="CONDITION" 
 listtextfield="BORER" 
 defaultvalue="1" 
 
field="CRACKS" 
 listtable="conditions.dbf" 
 listvaluefield="CONDITION" 
 listtextfield="CRACK" 
 defaultvalue="1" 
 
field="T_CONKS" 
 listtable="conditions.dbf" 
 listvaluefield="CONDITION" 
 listtextfield="T_CONK" 
 defaultvalue="1" 
 
field="DECAY" 
 listtable="conditions.dbf" 
 listvaluefield="CONDITION" 
 listtextfield="DECAY" 
 defaultvalue="1" 
 
field="GIRDLING" 

listtable="conditions.dbf" 
listvaluefield="CONDITION" 
listtextfield="GIRDLING" 
defaultvalue="1" 

 
field="R_CONKS" 

listtable="conditions.dbf" 
listvaluefield="CONDITION" 
listtextfield="R_CONK" 
defaultvalue="1" 

 
field="CONDITION" 

listtable="conditions.dbf" 
listvaluefield="CONDITION"  
listtextfield="RATING"  
defaultvalue="1" 

 
field="MAINT" 

text="None" value="None" 
text="Pri. prune" value="Pri. prune"  
text="Reg. prune" value="Reg. prune" 
text="Remove" value="Remove" 
text="Consult" value="Consult" 

 
field="ALB" 

text="T" value="T" 
text="F" value="F" 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

field="GYM" 
text="T" value="T" 
text="F" value="F" 

 
field="APHIDS" 

text="T" value="T" 
text="F" value="F" 

 
field="SCALE" 

text="T" value="T" 
text="F" value="F" 

 
field="IRON" 

text="T" value="T" 
text="F" value="F" 

 
field="DED" 

text="T" value="T" 
text="F" value="F" 

 
field="BLS" 

text="T" value="T" 
text="F" value="F" 

 
field="HYPOX" 

text="T" value="T" 
text="F" value="F" 

 
field="SPOTS" 

text="T" value="T" 
text="F" value="F" 

 
field="ANTHRAX" 

text="T" value="T" 
text="F" value="F" 

 
field="CRN_RAD" 

listtable="radius.dbf" 
listvaluefield="FIVES" 
listtextfield="FIVES" 
defaultvalue="0" 

 
field="CRN_HGT" 

listtable="height.dbf" 
listvaluefield="FIVES" 
listtextfield="FIVES" 
defaultvalue="0" 

 
field="TREE_HGT" 

listtable="height.dbf" 
listvaluefield="FIVES" 
listtextfield="FIVES" 
defaultvalue="0" 

 
field="DBH" 

lower="0" 
upper="60" 
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Appendix ‘Collection area data fields’ 

 
field=”COL_AREA” 
represents the collection area id in the format “CA-####” 
 
field=”FREQUENCY” 
represents the original pre-inventory number of potential tree sites within the given collection area 
 
field=”SEQUENCE” 
represents the value used to secondarily symbolize the collection area status 
text=”6666” - collection area has data problem 
text=”9400” - collection area in QC 
text=”9500” - collection area collected manually, not yet in handheld 
text=”9600” - collection area unfinished when team moved 
text=”9700” - collection area on a team‟s CF card 
text=”9800” - collection area has been inventoried 
text=”9998” - collection area has not been inventoried 
 
field=”STATUS” 
represents the status of the collection area data in the inventory process 
text=”BEING COLLECTED” – the collection area is on an inventory team‟s CF card 
text=”RETURNED COL” – the collection area was partially inventoried and returned to the system 
text=”COLLECTED” – the collection area was completely inventoried and returned to the system 
text=”FAILED QC” – the collection area was collected and returned, but failed QC and must be re-collected 
 
field=”TEAMID” 
represents the most recent inventory team id for the given successfully qc‟ed collection area 
 
field=”INVOUTDATE” 
represents the most recent date that the collection area was placed on the completing team‟s CF card 
 
field=”INVINDATE” 
represents the most recent date that the collection area was returned from inventory activity to the system 
 
field=”QCTEAMID” 
represents the most recent qc team id for the given collection area 
 
*field=”QC_ASSGN” 
represents the coding used during the most recent qc assignment 
 
*field=”QC_RESULT” 
represents the most recent qc result 
 
*field=”ORIG_TEAM” 
represents the most recent pre-qc‟ed inventory team id 
 
*field=”ORIG_RESUL” 
represents the ORIG_TEAM post qc result 
 
field=”QCOUTDATE” (unused) 
represents the most recent date that the collection area was placed on a qc team‟s CF card 
field=”QCINDATE” (unused) 
represents the most recent date that the collection area was returned from qc activity to the system 
 
field=”BLKOUTDST” (unused) 
represents the most recent beginning date for a period in which the collection area cannot be assigned to an inventory or qc team 
 
field=”BLKOUTDEND” (unused) 
represents the most recent ending date for a period in which the collection area cannot be assigned to an inventory or qc team 
 
* -- denotes fields added to accommodate the manual QC process
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Appendices 
Appendix ‘Clip_copy_jpg.txt’ 
 
precision single highest 
 
/* make subdirectories in original folder to hold output 
&sys md original\xx 
 
/* delete col_area layer files created from OCTO clip tool (substitute for col_area if name of shapefile is different) 
&sys del d:\workspace\data\collectionareashapes\xx\col_area.* 
 
/* create CA-#### coverage from CA-#### shapefile 
layer define templayer1 shapefile d:\workspace\data\collectionareashapes\xx\xx.shp polygon 
layerexport templayer1 coverage d:\workspace\data\collectionareashapes\xx\xx poly 
layer remove templayer1 
 
build d:\workspace\data\collectionareashapes\xx\xx line 
 
projectcopy file cov.prj cover collectionareashapes\xx\xx 
 
/* create 375m buffer of collection area 
buffer collectionareashapes\xx\xx collectionareashapes\xx\xx_buf # # 375 
 
tolerance collectionareashapes\xx\xx fuzzy .000001 
tolerance collectionareashapes\xx\xx_buf fuzzy .000001 
 
&sys md fieldchecked\xx 
&sys md inprocess\xx 
&sys md qced\xx 
&sys xcopy files2copy\*.* original\xx\*.* 
 
/* clip layers 
clip collectionareashapes\bldg collectionareashapes\xx\xx_buf original\xx\bldg poly 
clip collectionareashapes\busshltr collectionareashapes\xx\xx_buf original\xx\busshltr point 
clip collectionareashapes\chrtsch collectionareashapes\xx\xx_buf original\xx\chrtsch point 
clip collectionareashapes\ctrln collectionareashapes\xx\xx_buf original\xx\ctrln line 
clip collectionareashapes\ctrlnlbl collectionareashapes\xx\xx_buf original\xx\ctrlnlbl line 
clip collectionareashapes\firesta collectionareashapes\xx\xx_buf original\xx\firesta point 
clip collectionareashapes\hosp collectionareashapes\xx\xx_buf original\xx\hosp point 
clip collectionareashapes\lib collectionareashapes\xx\xx_buf original\xx\lib point 
clip collectionareashapes\metent collectionareashapes\xx\xx_buf original\xx\metent point 
clip collectionareashapes\metln collectionareashapes\xx\xx_buf original\xx\metln line 
clip collectionareashapes\metsta collectionareashapes\xx\xx_buf original\xx\metsta point 
clip collectionareashapes\polsta collectionareashapes\xx\xx_buf original\xx\polsta point 
clip collectionareashapes\pubsch collectionareashapes\xx\xx_buf original\xx\pubsch point 
clip collectionareashapes\rds collectionareashapes\xx\xx_buf original\xx\rds poly 
clip collectionareashapes\recareas collectionareashapes\xx\xx_buf original\xx\recareas point 
clip collectionareashapes\structln collectionareashapes\xx\xx_buf original\xx\structln line 
clip collectionareashapes\trees collectionareashapes\xx\xx original\xx\trees point 
build original\xx\trees point 
clip collectionareashapes\xx\xx collectionareashapes\xx\xx original\xx\colln line 
kill collectionareashapes\xx\xx all 
kill collectionareashapes\xx\xx_buf all 
&sys rmdir /s /q collectionareashapes\xx\info 
 
w original\xx 
 
/* calc attributes 
&sv code = 'xx' 
tables 
sel trees.pat 
calc COL_AREA = %code% 
calc SITE_ID = TREES# 
q 
 



    
    

 

 
/* convert coverages to shapefiles and clean up 
arcshape bldg poly buildings 
&sys copy d:\workspace\data\shp.prj buildings.prj 
kill bldg all 
arcshape busshltr point busshelter 
&sys copy d:\workspace\data\shp.prj busshelter.prj 
kill busshltr all 
arcshape chrtsch point chrtsch 
&sys copy d:\workspace\data\shp.prj chrtsch.prj 
kill chrtsch all 
arcshape ctrln line centerlines 
&sys copy d:\workspace\data\shp.prj centerlines.prj 
kill ctrln all 
arcshape ctrlnlbl line centerlinelabels 
&sys copy d:\workspace\data\shp.prj centerlinelabels.prj 
kill ctrlnlbl all 
arcshape firesta point firesta 
&sys copy d:\workspace\data\shp.prj firesta.prj 
kill firesta all 
arcshape hosp point hospitals 
&sys copy d:\workspace\data\shp.prj hospitals.prj 
kill hosp all 
arcshape lib point libraries 
&sys copy d:\workspace\data\shp.prj libraries.prj 
kill lib all 
arcshape metent point metroent 
&sys copy d:\workspace\data\shp.prj metroent.prj 
kill metent all 
arcshape metln line metrolines 
&sys copy d:\workspace\data\shp.prj metrolines.prj 
kill metln all 
arcshape metsta point metrosta 
&sys copy d:\workspace\data\shp.prj metrosta.prj 
kill metsta all 
arcshape polsta point polsta 
&sys copy d:\workspace\data\shp.prj polsta.prj 
kill polsta all 
arcshape pubsch point pubsch  
&sys copy d:\workspace\data\shp.prj pubsch.prj 
kill pubsch all 
arcshape rds poly roadssidewalks 
&sys copy d:\workspace\data\shp.prj roadssidewalks.prj 
kill rds all 
arcshape recareas point recfacilities 
&sys copy d:\workspace\data\shp.prj recfacilities.prj 
kill recareas all 
arcshape structln line structurelines 
&sys copy d:\workspace\data\shp.prj structurelines.prj 
kill structln all 
arcshape trees point trees 
&sys copy d:\workspace\data\shp.prj trees.prj 
kill trees all 
arcshape colln line coloutline 
&sys copy d:\workspace\data\shp.prj coloutline.prj 
kill colln all 
 
&sys rmdir /s /q info 
&sys del log 
 
w ..\.. 
 
&sys CMD.EXE /c original\xx\map.mxd 
 
end 
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Appendix ‘build_qc_directories.aml’ 
 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\original\CA-0703\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-16\CA-0703 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\original\CA-0741\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-16\CA-0741 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\original\CA-0043\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-16\CA-0043 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\original\CA-0063\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-16\CA-0063 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\original\CA-0069\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-16\CA-0069 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\original\CA-0281\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-16\CA-0281 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\original\CA-0318\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-16\CA-0318 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\original\CA-0442\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-16\CA-0442 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\original\CA-0212\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-16\CA-0212 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\original\CA-0578\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-16\CA-0578 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\original\CA-0348\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-16\CA-0348 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\original\CA-0440\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-16\CA-0440 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\original\CA-0538\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-16\CA-0538 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\original\CA-0544\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-16\CA-0544 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\original\CA-0599\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-16\CA-0599 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\original\CA-0243\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-22\CA-0243 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\original\CA-0326\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-22\CA-0326 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\original\CA-0423\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-22\CA-0423 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\original\CA-0434\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-22\CA-0434 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\original\CA-0441\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-22\CA-0441 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\original\CA-0755\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-22\CA-0755 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\original\CA-0791\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-22\CA-0791 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\original\CA-0920\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-22\CA-0920 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\original\CA-0947\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-22\CA-0947 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\original\CA-0960\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-22\CA-0960 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\original\CA-0996\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-22\CA-0996 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\original\CA-1105\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-22\CA-1105 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\original\CA-1112\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-22\CA-1112 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\original\CA-1145\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-22\CA-1145 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\original\CA-1187\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-22\CA-1187 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\original\CA-1206\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-22\CA-1206 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\fieldchecked\CA-0703\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-16\CA-0703 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\fieldchecked\CA-0741\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-16\CA-0741 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\fieldchecked\CA-0043\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-16\CA-0043 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\fieldchecked\CA-0063\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-16\CA-0063 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\fieldchecked\CA-0069\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-16\CA-0069 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\fieldchecked\CA-0281\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-16\CA-0281 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\fieldchecked\CA-0318\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-16\CA-0318 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\fieldchecked\CA-0442\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-16\CA-0442 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\fieldchecked\CA-0212\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-16\CA-0212 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\fieldchecked\CA-0578\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-16\CA-0578 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\fieldchecked\CA-0348\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-16\CA-0348 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\fieldchecked\CA-0440\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-16\CA-0440 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\fieldchecked\CA-0538\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-16\CA-0538 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\fieldchecked\CA-0544\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-16\CA-0544 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\fieldchecked\CA-0599\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-16\CA-0599 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\fieldchecked\CA-0243\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-22\CA-0243 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\fieldchecked\CA-0326\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-22\CA-0326 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\fieldchecked\CA-0423\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-22\CA-0423 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\fieldchecked\CA-0434\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-22\CA-0434 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\fieldchecked\CA-0441\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-22\CA-0441 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\fieldchecked\CA-0755\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-22\CA-0755 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\fieldchecked\CA-0791\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-22\CA-0791 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\fieldchecked\CA-0920\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-22\CA-0920 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\fieldchecked\CA-0947\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-22\CA-0947 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\fieldchecked\CA-0960\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-22\CA-0960 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\fieldchecked\CA-0996\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-22\CA-0996 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\fieldchecked\CA-1105\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-22\CA-1105 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\fieldchecked\CA-1112\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-22\CA-1112 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\fieldchecked\CA-1145\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-22\CA-1145 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\fieldchecked\CA-1187\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-22\CA-1187 
&sys xcopy /I /F /Y C:\Progra~1\Treein~1\data\fieldchecked\CA-1206\*.* d:\temp\qc_stuff\11-22\CA-1206 


